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Residents and Interns Appointed to Staff

I

I

The building which formerly housed
The George Washington University Cancer Clinic has been remodeled to provide
more space for the Medical School. Above
is the extensive library on the first floor
of the refinished strttctttre.

I H 'I

Sixty-one residents and interns were appointed to the staff of the University Hospital
this summer. Among the newcomers, who will serve on the House Staff for 1955-1956
are representatives of Turkey, West Germany, Holland, Italy, Japan, Cyprus, Poland:
and Canada. Stateside representation is heaviest from the District of Columbia, New
York, and California.
The new roster includes 13 medical interns, seven medical residents, four ra- G.W.U. Medical School; served with
diology residents, three pathology interns U. S. Army Medical Corps; member of
and residents, five OB-Gyn residents, nine Wm. Beaumont Society, Student Amerisurgical interns, eight surgical residents can Medical Association, Phi Chi and
and 10 anesthesiology residents. Also Jr. Member of G.W.U. Medical Society;
there will be one oral surgery resident and received 1954 Wm. Osler Pediatrics
Award at University of Michigan.
one neurological surgery resident.
DR. MARY ELLEN HOLLAND, Los
The new roster of Medical Interns for
Angeles, California. Received A.B. from
the year 1955-56, will be:
DR. NICHOLAS G. ALEXIOUS, Man- U.C.L.A. and M.D. from University of
chester, New Hampshire, graduate of St. California; member of Phi Beta Kappa.
DR. IANTHUS I. KIBBEY, Loveland,
Anselms College and the University of
Vermont Medical School; graduate work California. B.A. and M.D. from Univerat the University of Maryland; veteran of sity of Colorado; held Boettcher Research
Fellowship at University of Colorado durU.S. Navy; member of Phi Chi.
DR. STEPHEN JOHN ALPHAS, ing 1952-53.
DR. LAWRENCE R. KRONER, WatSpringfield, Massachusetts. Graduate of
Monson Academy, the American Inter- seka, Illinois. Both A.B. and M.D. denational University, and the Medical grees from G.W.U. U. S. Navy veteran;
School of Boston University; served with member of Knights of Columbus, Wm.
U. S. Army Medical Corps in Germany; Beaumont Medical Society.
member of Alpha Chi, Phi Sigma Phi,
DR. GEORGE N. POLIS, Washington,
and Zeta Chi.
D. C. Graduate of Roosevelt High
DR. THOMAS NELSON CARTER, School, B.S. degree from Georgetown
Washington, D. C. Graduate of Wood- University, and MD. degree from Univerrow Wilson High here, American Univer- sity of Maryland Medical School; member
sity and G.W.U. Medical School; grad- of Nu Sigma Nu.
uate work at G.W.U. toward M.S. deDR. THOMAS DeWITT REYNgree; U. S. Army veteran; member of Phi OLDS, Dayton, Ohio. A.B. and MD.
from University of Chicago; graduate
Chi.
DR. RAYMOND E. COLFAX, Bakers- work in psychology at University of Chifield, California. A.B. degree from Uni- cago and research assistant in psychiatry
versity of California and MD. degree at Illinois Neuropsychiatric Institute.
from G.W.U. Medical School; research
DR. JONAS B. ROBITSCHER, JR.,
and graduate work in zoology at Univer- Washington, D . C. A.B. from Brown
sity of California; commissioned officer University and MD. from G.W.U. Mediwith U. S. Navy in W. W. IL
cal School; also holds J.D. degree from
DR. JOHN D. CRUMMETT, Wash- G.W.U.; served with First Artillery in
ington, D . C. Graduate of Eastern High W.W. II; member of Phi Beta Kappa.
School; both A.B. and M.D. degrees from
DR. J. FRITZ THOMPSON, III, AtG. W. U.; member of Nu Sigma Nu.
lanta, Georgia. A.B. and MD. degrees
DR. ROBERT FRANCIS DYER, JR., from Emory University; member of
Washington, D. C. A.B. degree from Sigma Chi and Phi Chi.
University of Michigan and MD. from
(cont. on page 15)
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The Nursing Dilemma
By the HON. FRANCES P. BOLTON
Congressman from Ohio

T

HERE IS AN URGENT NEED for
more nurses. This has long been
recognized by the hospital and medical
professions. Although we have more
nurses on active duty today than ever before, an additional 60,000 could be used
to good advantage today.
The need arises from growth in population, increased longevity, improvement
in standards in care of the sick, new scientific and technical advances, care of veterans, and expanding government, state
and city institution requirements-all of
which are familiar to the readers of THE
COURIER.

The situation has become so acute that
it has given rise to proposed remedial
federal legislation. The Department of
Health, Education and Welfare has rec-

ommended federal grants for the training
of more practical nurses and for scholarships for the teacher training of graduate
nurses and other public health officials.
I myself have -introduced a bill which
would give traineeships only to graduate
nurses, which I hope might be passed in
case it should be considered that federal
grants should be confined to this more
limited field.
I intend to support the nursing aid bills
proposed by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare when they come
up for Hearings before the House Committee on Foreign and Interstate Commerce, early in the next session of the
Congress.
I do not, however, believe that such
federal grants will represent an actual
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remedy to the nursing dilemma. As urgently as they may be needed, they . remain nevertheless an attempt to alleviate
a bottleneck without actually getting at
the reasons for the bottleneck itself. We
cannot solve the nursing situation simply
by continuing to increase federal grants
as the picture becomes worse. We must
get at the basic problems which cause the
difficulty which federal grants are attempting to correct.
This requires careful study of the entire nursing field - a study undertaken
by an authority which is unbiased, independent, and concerned primarily not
with nurses, doctors or hospitals, but with
the patient himself - who is the person
vitally to be considered on behalf of the
public welfare.
I believe that such a study can best
be made by a Commission, set up along
the lines of the Hoover Commission,
composed of representatives of nurses,
hospital administrators, doctors, layfil:en,
Congressmen and Senators - repomng
to the Congress of the United States.
I have therefore introduced into the
House of Representatives a bill (H.J.
Res. 171) providing for the setting up
of a National Commission on Nursing
Services. This bill will be considered
by the Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee of the House early next year,
at the same time that the Committee
holds hearings on the nursing legislation
recommended by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. My bill
has also been introduced into the Senate
by Senator H. Alexander Smith. It is my
hope that my bill will be enacted at the
next session of the Congress.

Why a Commission on Nursing
Services?
My conclusion that a Commission on
Nursing Services was imperative was
reached after a life-time of interest in
the profession of nusing and care of the
sick with all the complex problems involved.
As a member of the Board of The
NOPHN. I worked arduously with the
League of Nursing Education and the

ANA to bring nurse training out of the
apprentice method and into the education field. I have sat on hospital boards
and with public health groups where
I have represented the "public patient,
and the patient public," over a Ion~
period of years. I have watched experimental efforts to improve the nursing
situation with a growing sense of frustration; and finally, last year, I decided
to make a survey of my own in an attempt to gather facts which might serve
as a guide to a solution.
Toward this end I sent a questionnaire
to some 10,000 representative nurses and
nursing associations, doctors, hospital administrators, nursing schools, educators,
laymen, state governors, federal and st~te
health authorities and others, to which
more than 4,000 replied.
The main substance of the replies can
be summed up in these two sentences:
Everybody agreed that there was an
urgent need for more nttrses:
But there was absoltttely no agreement, within or among the related
professional groups, as to what
should be done about it.
It was because of this utter lack of
agreement, this complete absence of recommendations pointing in the main in
any general direction, that I came to the
decision that a constructive course of
procedure could only be arrived at by
submitting the entire problem for study
and analysis to an impartial agency, such
as a National Commission.
I would like to comment briefly on
the pattern of disagreement, as revealed
by the answers to my questionnaire.
As to the reasons for the nursing shortage, the majority said that ~mrses' pay
was too low; but any occupational group
would say that about itself. There were
comments to the effect that "the privateduty nurse is pricing herself out of her
profession"; some people cited state regulatory laws as the difficulty; others
blamed restrictions imposed by the nurses'
board; some discussed the inadequacy of
nursing schools; and some said that today's opportunities in industrial and business fields proved more attractive to
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high school girls than the profession of
nursing. No clear-cut pattern emerged.
As to nursing education, there was no
agreement whatever. Some said that we
need more hospital training courses;
others, that hospitals should not be permitted to operate schools of nursing.
Some said that we need better teaching
and administration in colleges and universities offering graduate nursing programs, others, that we need more practical nurse education which should be
handled in vocational schools and junior
colleges. Some said Government should
assume responsibility for training nurses,
others that Government should have no
part in it. Some said nursing should be
taught in the high schools, etc., etc. No
clear-cut pattern emerged.
On the subject of financial aid, opinions were again divided. Should such aid
be administered on the national or local
level; should it go to the schools or to
che students; should it be directed chiefly
toward better courses for highly-skilled
professional nurses or shorter courses for
practical nurses? Again no clear-cut pattern emerged.
Perhaps chis was not surprising - because as I realized, after due reflection,
I was getting the views of three different
groups, each of which viewed the picture,
one might say, through its own particular
glasses - for which they cannot in che
lease be blamed.
First - there are the doctors. They
are professional men, operating, like any
profession, on a basis of earned income.
While every doctor assumes responsibility
coward charity patients, che economy of
the medical profession is, after all, one
of pay received for services performed.
Next let us take the hospital administrators. A hospital is a tax-free and more
o.r less public institution, with an obligac1on to care for charity patients from
whom no pay can be expected, save as
State or Local Welfare funds are supplied.
A hospital does not operate for a profitin fact, it usually operates at a deficit
which is made up by philanthropic contributions from private individuals. This,
of course, is not the case wih city, state or
federal hospitals. which operate on public

than is generally granted them. But contrast their economic status with that of
the doctors and the hospitals. The nurses
are employees; the doctors are in business
for themselves; the hospitals are semipublic and charitable institutions. There
is no common economic ground for all
three professions. Therefore, all three
cannot be expected to view problems in
the same light.
And meanwhile the individual most
concerned - namely the patient - has
no spokesman; and he is after all the
person primarily concerned.
I am interested in the setting up of a
National Commission which will represent primarily the patient - the man
who is sick - and acting in the interests
of public welfare, reconcile the respect~ve
viewpoints of the nurses, the hospital
administrators, and the doctors on behalf
of a constructive program designed for
better care of the patient.

funds. The point I'm making is that the
economy ot a hospital is one of a public
institution instead of a private businesswhereas doctors are in che main in private business.
Now what of the nurses? Their's is
an occupation the financial rewards of
which are today substantially below the
average. Why therefore do young women
go into the pursing profession? The answer comes back again and again from
che literally thousands of nurses with
whom I have corresponded; and it does
one's heart good to hear it.
Most of these women are, in fact, dedicated to their profession. They have devoted their lives to the sick as a matter
of choice. There is otherwise no possible
explanation for their willingness to remain in the profession when in industry
and Government other jobs are open ac
higher pay.

treatments - which puts them practically
in the classification of mechanical upkeep personnel. On the other hand,
nurses these days are often instructed by
doctors to use these machines in care of
patients; which gives nurses a responsibility almost equal to that of the doctors
themselves. This presents a difficult question. Does one have to be a mechanical
expert in order to administer treatments?
Does this situation call for a special classification of "technician", for which as yet
no particular allowance has been made
in the medical and nursing profession?
Beyond that, nurses are customarily
expected to keep laboratory report~,
housekeeping and dietary records, reqm-

What Problems W ottld Such a
Commission Consider?

~mall wonder that they grow weary and
wnte:
"The Florence Nightingale conception of pure altruism is a poor substitute for inadequate compensation."
Nevertheless I am convinced that a
deep urge to care for the sick and make
them well is the basic motivation behind
the profession of nursing.
The nurses naturally are more keenly
aware than any other group of the reasons
contributing to the urgent need for more
nurses today. Their associations, the
ANA and the NLN, have done much constructive work on this problem and deserve great credit for it-far more indeed
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The first problem might be that of
defining the duties of a nurse.
It has been suggested by various students of the situation that if nurses could
be relieved of non-nursing duties and
thereby enabled to devote their full time sitions of repairs, equipment, supplies,
to actual nursing, the problem might records for business accounting and personal time records, etc. In fact, it is rewell be solved.
It is pointed out that in many hospitals ported that nurses spend up to one-third
today a nurse must devote much of her of their time in record work.
In view of the above, how much time
time to coordinating the work of the
porter, the ambulance attendant, the mes- do they have for actual bedside nursing?
senger, the dietary aide, the plumber, the If record keepers, machine technicians,
carpenter, the electrician, the painter and inventory up-keep personnel and adminthe people delivering drugs, linen, food istrative help, with no knowledge of
and surgical supplies, etc.-not to men- nursing but knowledge of these particution taking care of patients' visitors and lar functions, could relieve the nurses of
such responsibilities, would that solve
flowers.
In addition, the nurse is usually re- the present nursing dilemma?
The second problem to be studied
quired to handle the orderly and clean
supply of a vast array of hospital instru- might be one of nursing education. Who
is to educate the nurses? Hospital trainments and utilities.
On top of that nurses are often expected ing schools, independent nursin~ sc~~ols,
today to possess, as surprising as this may high schools, colleges and umversmes?
seem, an accurate knowledge of the mech- And how is the cost to be met? Is the prianical operation of a wide variety of in- mary need today for more nurses with
tricate machines required for special college and post-graduate work, who are
[ 13]

professional experts, or is the primary
need for more bedside nurses who can do
a competent job after two years' training?
Another field to be investigated is
that of licensing. There are various laws
and regulations dealing with nursing in
the various states. Who should be licensed, and on what basis? Are present
restrictions in some parts of the country
excluding qualified people from practicing practical nursing; or are too many
unqualified people allowed to practice
and should legal qualifications be tightened? What should be done about the
accrediting of schools of nursing by the
nursing associations? Is this practice
healthy by way of making certain that
only competent people are admitted to
the profession; or is it unhealthy because
it discourages schools of nursing and
makes it more difficult for girls in some
parts of the country to enter the profession?
What about nurses pay? If the pay
is too low to attract enough girls into the
profession, what can be done about it
and where is the money to come from?
This latter problem raises of course the
question of federal aid; but as you can
see from what I have said above, this
is only one of many facets contributing
to the difficulty. If a constructive pattern
could be worked out for the education
of nurses and the functioning of nurses,
this might lead to a logical corrective
course of action with respect to the compensation of nurses. None of these basic
considerations are solved by the simple
device of federal grants for traineeships,
or for more teaching. The latter are
merely stop-gap measures, praiseworthy
in object, but representing no actual solution.

Why Put Congress in This
Picture?
It is the function of the Congress to
look after the welfare of the people. In
this particular case we are concerned with
the welfare of the people who are sick
and need hospital care.
In my many years of experience in the
field of nursing I have learned that the

man most concerned- namely the patient
-needs a champion and a spokesman.
No matter how dedicated the doctors, the
hospitals and the nurses may be to public service, they naturally look at things,
as I said before, through their own glasses.
Therefore I think it is imperative that
the Commission which I propose should
include in its personnel members of Congress, and that the Commission should
make its report to the Congress.
The bill which I have introduced into
the House of Representatives (H.J. Res.
171 ) provides for a Commission to be
composed of 12 members as follows:
( 1) Four appointed by the President
of the United States, two from
the executive branch of the Government and two from private
life;
( 2) Four appointed by the President
of the Senate, two from the Senate and two from private life;
and
( 3) Four appointed by the Speaker of
the House of Representatives, two
from the House of Representatives and two from private life.
Among the six members appointed
from private life should be representatives of the nursing, hospital administration, and medical professions. Provision
for members from the executive branch
of the Government allows for adequate
participation by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. But of
particular importance, to my mind, is the
provision for two members from the Senate and two from the House of Representatives, plus the provision that the
Commission, not later than two years
from the time of its inception, shall give
the Congress a report as to the reasons
for the growing urgent need for nurses
and recommendations as to what. steps
might best be taken to meet this demand.
Another reason for the participation of
members of the House and the Senate on
this Commission is that under their urging it may be possible to gather together,
for the benefit of the Commission, the
many excellent and comprehensive studies
on the nursing situation and the care of
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the sick that have already been made by
hospital, nursing and medical authorities
in their respective fields.
Present nursing legislation, as imperative as it is-and as I said, I shall vote in
favor of it-represents definitely in my
opinion stop-gap measures. I am a fir1!1
believer in legislation of whatever type is
required to remedy the nursing dilemma
on a long-term basis. But in o~der. to
determine just what type of Jeg1slatton
might be desirable or effective, I think we
first need the findings of a Commission.
That is why I have introduced H.J. R~s.
171, providing for a National Commission on Nursing Services.
Residents and interns, cont.
The new Medical Resident staff for the
year 1955-1956 will include:

DR. CHARLES DAVID COOPER,
Alexandria, Virginia. Chief Resident.
Attended Calvin Coolidge High School
here and holds both A.B. and M.D. degrees from G.W.U.; member of G.W.~.
staff during 1951-1953, held fellowship
as an assistant resident at Duke University Hospital from 1953 to 1955; served
in OSS of U. S. Army from 1945 to 1946;
member of Smith Reed Russell Society,
Sigma Xi and Phi Delta Epsilon.
DR. RICHARD CROSMAN FOWLER, Rochester, New York. Received
B.S. degree at Massachusetts Institute of
Tech., M.D. degree at University of
Rochester; research work in physiology
and medicine· naval veteran and member
of U.S. Navy' Reserve; member of ~eri
can Physical Society, American Instttute
of Electrical Engineers, Optical Society of
America, Society of Applied Spec~roscopy?
Rochester Engineering Society, Sigma Xi
and New York Academy of Sciences.
DR. JOHN ROBERT HOLMES,
Qulleway, Ontario, Canada. A.B. and
M.D. degrees from University of Western
Ontario; served as intern in 1953-54 at
G.W.U.H.
DR. J. WALLACE McMEEL, a current member of the G.W.U.H. staff, will
remain for another year. He is well
known and needs no further introduction.

DR. EDGAR E. PELTZ, Hampton,
Virginia. A.B. and M.D. degrees from
University of Virginia; internship at
Michael Reese Hospital in Chicago; veteran of U. S. Army Medical Corps; member of Phi Alpha and Phi Lambda Kappa_
DR. MARTIN LAWRENCE
STOKER, Lloydell, Pennsylvania. B.S.
degree from Villanova Univers~ty ~nd
M.D. degree from Temple Umversity;
veteran of Naval Aviation Service; member of Phi Alpha Sigma and American
Medical Association.
DR. POLLY WILLIAMS TEAGLE,
Washington, D. C. An old friend of the
Hospital having served here as an intern
before her marriage to Dr. Ernest H.
Teagle; B.S. and M.D. degrees from
G.W.U.H.; member of Smith Reed Russell Society.
The four 1955-1956 members of the
staff to be Radiology Residents are: DR.
JAY H. POPPELL, DR. NAN VAN
WAGENEN, DR. URSULLA NYEZKONCZYNSKA, and DR. ZEKI ERIM.
DR. URAZULA-ISABELLA NYCZKON CZYNSKA, Torun, Poland.
Schooled at Gymnasium Humanistyczne,
at Koscierzyna College (Poland) and at
the medical school in Tubingen, Germany; served internships in Germany and
the U.S.
New members of the 1955-56 Pathology staff are:
DR. DAVID ARBITER, New York
City. A.B. degree from Brooklyn College
and M.D. degree from University of
Lausanne; veteran of W.W. II.
DR. JOHN HARBECK MEEKER,
JR., East Orange, New Jersey. A.B. degress from Drew University and M.D.
from G.W.U. Medical School; commissioned officer fa U. S. Navy during W.W.
II and member of U.S.N.R.; member of
Smith Reed Russell Society, Phi Chi,
G.W.U. Medical Society and medical staff
of Orange Memorial Hospital.
DR. HERBERT TAYLOR, currently
on the staff of the Hospital, will remain
for another year.
(cont. on page 30)
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"Your Name, Please"
By

WILLIAM

M.

JENKINS

Former Comptroller
The George lVashington University Hospital
THE RECORD KEEPING or paper
work to care for a patient of the hospital
is a voluminous task. This work begins
the moment the doctor makes a reservation for his patient. We sometimes wonder if there is an industrial organization
that requires as much paper work to carry
on its business as does a hospital.
When the patient enters the doors of
the hospital, he is received by a receptionist from the Admitting Office. If
the patient is ambulatory, he is escorted
to a private office within the Admitting
Office area, where all necessary information is obtained and recorded on an admission form, commonly known as an
admission contract. This information is
then embossed onto an addressograph

plate in an abbreviated form, with the
use of a graphotype machine. From this
addressograph plate, the admitting office
personnel will emboss 15 to 20 different
forms and route them to various departments of the hospital, who will in time
render some type of service to the patient.
Two of these forms, the patient's ledger
card and statement are routed to the Business Office, along with the original copy
of the admission contract, and all insurance forms of the patients. These forms
~e received by a clerk typist, who will review the ledger to see that it carries the
necessary information regarding the patient. The clerk will also compare the
room rate shown on the admission contract with a room rate schedule on file.
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After she completes her inspection of
these forms, they are filed in the "in bed"
patient file.
The clerk typist will review the insurance forms to make certain that they
contain the needed information. After
such review, the forms are listed in an
insurance form record book, by name of
patient, insurance company and date received.
The group hospitalization forms are
embossed with the patient's addressograph plate by the admitting office. The
clerk typist will fill in some information
by use of a typewriter and pass the forms
on to a group hospitalization clerk.
This clerk will deliver these forms each
morning to Group Hospitalization, Inc.,
and pick up those approved by Group
Hospitalization, Inc., the previous day.
Upon returning to the hospital business
office, he will note on each patient's ledger
card the approved hospitalization benefits.
After completion of this procedure, the
G. H . I. forms are filed, awaiting dismissal of the patient.

agree with the debit and credit totals
taken from the posting machines. If
their proof figures disagree, they must
check their work until they locate the
difference or the amount of their error.
This procedure is repeated each day of
the week.
When the patients are medically dismissed by their doctor, the nurses will call
the Business Office and state the names of
the patients that are being dismissed from
the hospital. Upon receipt of this information, a clerk in the office will pull
the patient's ledger card from the "in
bed patient file" and give them to the
cashier. The cashier will review each patient's account to determine the patient's
portion of the hospital bill, after giving

Bed Patient-File
While the patient is in the hospital, his
ledger card and statement remain in the
"bed patient" file. All during the day,
the various special service departments,
who have rendered a service to the patient, will deliver charge vouchers for
these services to the Business Office. A
file clerk will file (better known as
stuffing) these vouchers with each patient's ledger card and statement.
At 4:30 p.m. or 5:00 p.m., two posting clerks will report for duty and post
the daily charge vouchers to each patient's
account, with the use of a posting machine. The number of posting transactions will number about 1800 to 2000
each day and will require about five man
hours. After the posting operation is
completed, the posting clerks will clear
the posting machines of their totals, run
an adding machine tape of the previous
day's closing balance of each ledger card,
and run another tape of the current day's
balances. The difference between the
totals of the adding machine tapes must

credit for the hospitalization benefits. If
there is no insurance benefits, the patient
will pay his bill in full.
Upon receipt of payment, the cashier
will give a cash receipt to the patient
for the amount he paid. This receipt is
made out in triplicate, with the first copy
going to the patient. The second copy is
used as the posting media for the cashier,
and the third copy is used for audit purposes, after which it is filed in numerical
order.
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The day after dismissal of the patients,
their ledger cards are passed on to an
audit clerk where they are reviewed for
omission of charges or application of any
charges (late charges) which might be
received after the patient's dismissal. The
ledger cards that carry a balance (an
amount due hospital) are then classified
into various groups of accounts receivable.
The ledger cards that carry a zero balance
are filed in a "paid up" file.
All group hospitalization accounts are
routed to the group hospitalization clerk.
She will extract the patient's hospitalization insurance forms from the file and
route them to the department of Medical
Records. This department will type on
the insurance form the final diagnosis and
operative procedure of each patient.
Medical Records will then route them
back to the Business Office, where a hospitalization clerk will fill out the financial
portion of each insurance paper, determining the exact amount that Group
Hospitalization, Inc., will pay for services
rendered to their subscriber. After a
group of these are completed, they are
manually entered into a subsidiary accounts receivable journal, by name of patient, dollar amount due, hospital and
statistical date pertaining to patient. After
entry of this group in the journal, the dollar column is totaled. This single figure
is then posted as a debit to a control
ledger and the patients' individual accounts are credited with their respective
amounts, the total of which much agree
with the single debit figure on the control
account. Upon receipt of payment for
services to these patients, the date of payment is stamped opposite the individual
entry, for the patient, in the subsidiary
accounts receivable journal. The total of
these payments is credited to the control
ledger.
All patients' ledgers that carry a balance that is due the hospital and payable
by the patient or some third party, other
than Group Hospitalization, are routed to
the Collection Office. This office will bill
the designated persons and insurance
companies, until such time the account is
paid in full, after which the ledgers are

returned to the Business Office and filed
in the closed file.
If the routine billing of the patient, by
the Collection Office, is not successful,
they will use other accepted collection
procedures to collect the amount due the
Hospital.
It is estimated that about 80 % of all
hospitalized patients have some type of
hospitalization insurance. This means
that approximately 12,000 insurance
forms are filled out during a twelve
month period by the Business Office and
the department of Medical Records of
the George Washington University Hospital.
No mention has been made of the record keeping required to care for patients'
valuables and the accounting records of
the hospital. When one considers the
vast amount of paper work necessary in
a modern hospital, one has a better appreciation and understanding of some of
the duties performed by the administrative staff.
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Children's Fungus Diseases

Dr. Dickens ls Honored
As Distingttished Tennessean
Dr. Paul Frederick Dickens, Professor
Emeritus of Clinical Medicine, received
the University of Tennessee's Certificate
of Merit during ceremonies held in Memphis last month.
The award was made in recognition of
50 years of service "to the members of
his community, both in the U. S. Navy
and in civil life." At the same time Dr.
Dickens received the "Golden T" from
the Memphis Division Alumni Association of the University of Tennessee.
Dr. Dickens, who joined the University
faculty in 1929, was retired as emeritus
professor in 1953. He was distinguished
for his lectures in clinical medicine, particularly in the field of cardiology. While
he was a member of the teaching 'staff he
did research on hypertension.
He was Assistant Professor of Medicine at Georgetown University from 1925
to 1929 and served as Professor of Medicine at the U. S. Naval Medical School
from 1925 to 1938, when he retired from
active duty as lieutenant commander.
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WENDELL MELVIN WILLETT, M.D.

Associate in Dermatology and Syphilology
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THE SKIN DISEASES due to fungi
are among the most common encountered
by mankind. The school age, or younger
segment of the population, is by no means
immune to the effects of these agents
and in certain instances is more prone to
their attack.
A fungus is a form of plant life whose
place in the world of living things falls
somewhere above the viruses and bacteria
and below the protozoa. Exact classification of the fungi is a difficult problem,
inasmuch as there are many varieties and
subvarieties found, some of which are
pathogenic to man and animals, while
others are purely saprophytic.
The microscopic study of cultures
grown from skin diseased by these agents
reveals many interesting and fascinating
pictures. These forms present structures
resembling stems and even flowers and
seeds of the higher forms of plant life,

the latter differing in that they also contain chlorophyl.
The fungus diseases which we are interested in, for the present discussion, are
the superficial ones; in other words, those
conditions where the fungus attacks the
outer layer of the skin where they have
keratin, the substance of which scale
and hair is largely composed, to live on.
Other conditions necessary for their optimal growth are warmth and moisture.
There are other fungi which may cause
disease deep in the tissue, or in ocher organs of the body but we are not concerned
with them at this time.
Our first great problem, insofar as the
school child is concerned is ringworm of
the scalp. This disease has been in epidemic proportion for the past ten or fifteen years but is fortunately subsiding
now. This condition, more often than
not, goes unrecognized for some time
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after the infection begins and in many instances it is several weeks or even months
before attention is drawn to the parents
or teacher, that a child has one or more
patches of a dry scaling appearance on
the scalp, along with many broken off
hairs. This condition can be most easily
recognized by the use of an ultraviolet
light generator to which has been adapted
a Wood's filter. This apparatus is called
a Wood's light or "black light." This
light when applied co infected hairs causes
them to fluoresce so that the examining
person can determine the extent and
severity of involvement on the child's
scalp.
There are three fungi which may cause
ringworm of the scalp, or as often designated, tinea capitm. The most common
is microsporon artdottini, and the other
two are microsporon canis and microsporon gypseum. Therefore, after preliminary examination with the Wood's
light it is important to make further confirmatory studies for diagnosis and treatment. This is done by examining the
hair which has been epilated from the
infected area through the microscope and
also by culturing chem on artificial media.
Treatment of tinea capitis is often
times difficult and prolonged, especially if
due to the microsporon audouini. Here,
most physicians feel that X-ray epilation
of the child's scalp will bring about the
most rapid and satisfactory cure. Otherwise tedious treatment is usually required
over a period of many months in order
to affect a cure. Such long treatment is
trying on both the parent and the child,
which may result in lack of cooperation
and ineffective treatment. Sometimes it
is difficult to get even simple cooperation
from the parent for the treatment of
their children. Otherwise infections
caused by microsporon canis or microsporon gypseum can be a little more
easily cured by local applications of the
various fungicides used in the treatment
of these conditions. The X-ray itself
does not kill the fungus but simply causes
all of the infected hairs, as well as the
normal hairs, to fall out and thus rid
the individual of the infection.
le goes without saying that prevention

is the most important seep in the control
of this disease among school children. It
is not unusual for children to exchange
head gear, co rub their heads on the back
of seats in the movie theatres or chairs
at home, leaving infected hairs which another child may pick up. Theoretically,
if every child could be examined, and if
found infected, treated immediately, this
disease could be soon wiped out. However, at the present time this does not
seem possible, from either an economic
or personnel standpoint.
When the diagnosis has been made the
child and the parents are instructed that
he or she should wear a clean skull cap
at all times while under treatment. If
the child has been treated with X-ray the
most dangerous period, from the standpoint of his associates, is during the time
the hair is falling. After the epilation is
completed he is of no danger to his school
mates. It must be remembered too, that
the mere fact that the child has had ringworm of the scalp and has been created
successfully for it, does not mean that he
cannot acquire the disease again. It requires about three weeks for the hair to
fall after the X-ray has been given. In
approximately three months the hair will
have grown in again.
Another common fungus disease among
children of school age is that of athlete's
foot. This disorder may be manifested in
many ways. Often times it is nothing more
than a little maceration and fissuring between the third and fourth or fourth and
fifth toes of one or both feet. At other
times it may consist of blistering on the
soles or sides of the foot and again the
clinical signs may be nothing more than
slight inflamation with scaling and iching. This disorder is usually more annoying than serious, although at times it may
be an entry for bacteria which will result
in severe infection and disabling illness.
On the feet, in this situation, we ' see the
perfect place for fungi to propigate,
namely, because of warmth, moisture, and
the keratin material upon which they
live is present.
This condition becomes more of a
problem in the schools when ~e e~
counter the groups where gymnasrnm 1s
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a part of the curriculum, especially where
children use common showers and walk
around upon locker room floors in their
bare feet. Some schools may use foot
baths as a preventive measure and there
is no doubt but that this is helpful if properly maintained. It has always been my
contention that a simple device such as
a wooden clog, which could be made by
the boys in manual training classes at
little cost, would do a great deal toward
preventing the spread of this disease
among the children if they were instructed co wear chem always after leaving their lockers to go to the showers
and back, and to never touch their bare
feet to the locker room or shower floors.
It is very important, also, to give children
time enough to dry their feet perfectly
between the toes before putting on their
stockings and shoes again.
This condition usually responds quite
readily to a number of fungicidal preparations, far too numerous co mention at this
nme.
Summary: In this short discussion we
have touched upon only two of the fungus
diseases affecting the skin; namely, tinea
capitis and tinea pedis. It seems quite
clear that much could be done coward
eradicating these two manifestations of
fungus disease in school children by preventive measures. Rapid diagnosis and
adequate treatment along with proper
instructions co the parents in the matter
of cooperation with the school authorities
and physicians is most important.

Dr. Louis K. Alpert Directs
Diabetes Detection Drive
Dr. Louis K. Alpert, Clinical Professor
of Medicine, has been reappointed for a
second term as chairman of the American
Diabetes Association's Committee on Detection and Education.
He will again direct the association's
nation-wide diabetes detection drive,
which will be highlighted by Diabetes
Week, November 13-19.
The American Diabetes Association, a
non-profit organization, was founded co
direct the medical fight against diabetes
in the United States.

Postgraduate Geriatrics Course
Offered by School of Medicine
Part-time postgraduate instruction will
be available for practicing physicians in
the Washington area during the fall and
winter of 1955-56, as in previous years.
This will be a part of the eleventh annual
series of intensive postgraduate courses
presented and sponsored by The George
Washington University School of Medicine.
The 1955 part-time course will be entitled "Geriatrics." It will be presented
in the George Washington University
Hospital on Thursday evenings from
8: 30 co 10: 30 o'clock for some fifteen
sessions, beginning on October 6. Each
session will consist of a formal presentation, using such visual aids as may be
needed, and an .jnformal period for questions and answers. Tuition for the course
is $50.
Geriatrics is a field which has acquired
increased significance in recent years because of our aging population. The discussions will cover the many facets of
medical care in the elderly patient. The
cardiovascular, neurological, metabolic,
and psychiatric disorders will be stressed.
Related information from the basic
sciences will be introduced when it can
support effectively the teaching plan.
The detailed schedule of the course
will be distributed by mail to all physicians in the Washington area during September. Those interested in further details may call or write Dr. Thomas M.
Peery, Director of Postgraduate Instruction, the George Washington University
Hospital.
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DOVEL CO.

rats, mice, guinea pigs,
rabbits
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IOur Doctors Say . ,

,

Obstetric Misconceptions*
By ]OHN PARKS, M.S., M.D.**
Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology
In the scientific and social history of
the human race many fundamentals of
reproduction are of relatively recent discovery. Less than 300 years ago the Dutch
anatomist, Reijnier de Graaf, 1641-1673)
demonstrated the ovum and suggested
that it served as the human egg. Only a
few years later a fellow countryman and
pioneer microscopist, Antonj van Leeuwenhoek ( 1632-1723) following the lead
of one of his students, first described the
semen of male animals as being filled with
animalculae. These two profound discoveries gave rise to an abundance of scientific theory. The "ovists" thought the
egg the true beginning of man. The
"spermists" with their uniocular vision
and sense of masculine superiority even
saw a perfectly formed fetus curled up in
the head of the sperm. More than a century passed before it was realized that
human creation results from the union of
sperm with ovum.
Even today there are many who share
a feeling of male superiority about reproduction. From the point of view of embryologic development certainly this is no
more than half true. The female of the
species goes through the same early gonadal development of the male; then discards the mesonephric or Wolffian ducts
as unsatisfactory for her purposes of reproduction, and finally develops a new
Mullerian system of her own in close
proximity to the ovaries. The ovum itself is a highly specialized cell many times
larger and produced in infinitely smaller
numbers than its male counterpart the
spermatozoan.
• Read during the Annual Meeting of the
Kentucky State Medical Association, Louisville,
September 21, 1954.
• • From the Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, The George Washington University, Washington, D. C.

Generally speaking in plant and animal
life, the lower the species the greater the
ratio of ova to spermatozoa.
It is interesting, too, that the ovum
(0.135 mu) is the only individual human
cell which can be seen without the aid of
magnification.
Obstetrics as a science of human reproduction is very young and many truths are
still to be learned. However, the art of
midwifery is very old. My discussion today will be directed toward a few current
misconceptions about pregnancy, many of
which originated among the mysteries of
midwifery or from pseudoscientific theories of the past.

Preconception
To the consuming public sex is seldom
presented as the end product of pure love
and perfect mating. In advertising, radio,
television, and motion pictures sex follows a feminine pattern of legs, breasts,
and few facts. City children are handicapped to a greater degree than their
country cousins. Through 4H and similar organizations farm boys and girls
learn to appreciate the value of eugenically sound animal offspring. In urban
schools more time is spent on mathematical laws and a new language than on the
biology of mankind. Courses in hygiene
are usually given too late in the student's
curriculum to be of real educational
value. Sex misinformation and early emotional repressions have a profound and
unfavorable influence on marriage, mating, and parenthood.
Holdovers from our medical past include many misconceptions. Prominent
among these in the minds of men and
women are: that masturbation produces
sterility and insanity; that contraceptives
cause cancer and infertility, and that the
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time of greatest fertility immediately follows a menstrual period.
Today, we know that masturbation influences fertility only in so far as it interferes with normal relationships. There is
no specific form of insanity which can be
attributed to masturbation. Mental disturbance found in association with the
procedure always has more important underlying components.
Contraceptives cause neither infertility
nor cancer. It is true that many infertile
couples unwittingly and unnecessarily resort to contraceptive methods for many
years before finding out about their inability to reproduce.
Some patients feel that the physician is
able to prescribe a pill or potion which
when taken by mouth will prevent pregnancy. To date such therapy is not practic~, or at least not healthy. Many women
believe that no contraceptive can be successful and with such individuals it
usually is not.
No proof has ever been presented that
modern mechanical or chemical contraceptives cause cancer.
Older theories of conception in relation to menstruation, based for the most
part o~ case studies, have been disproved.
Ovulation and the peak of feminine fertility are now believed to occur about fourteen days prior to the onset of a normal
menstrual period. However, the vagaries
of menstruation are many and timing is
often poor. It is the exceptional woman
who keeps a perfect accounting of her
menstrual cycles. On the other hand the
delayed onset or missing of an anticipated period are frequently considered
pri1!1a f acie evidence of pregnancy by the
patient. It has been estimated that possibly as many as 40% of women who
seek the services of an abortionist are
not even pregnant.

These benefits are true only insofar as
tends to correct a pathologic
cond1t10n such as endometriosis or to establish parenthood as a desirable feature
in family maturity.
Bleeding in early pregnancy does not
necessarily mean inevitable abortion or a
possible defect in the embryo. Scam
bleeding is a common accompaniment of
i~plantation and early placental formation. The fear which bleeding often provokes in the patient may in itself be a
possible factor in additional blood loss
from early threatened abortion.
Expectant mothers often receive disturbing information about the influence
?f alcohol and tobacco on the developmg fetus. Drinking liquor and smoking
are often accompanied by feelings of
guilt and certainly either of these habits
can be carried to an unhealthy excess.
From a caloric point of view a highball
is practically equivalent to a candy bar.
Unless drinking interferes with nutrition
or leads to a directly traumatic episode it
has no effect on fetal development. The
~hild will be more influenced by the family use of alcohol after than before its
birth.
Smoking in moderation will never be
noticed by the unborn baby.
During the first quarter of this century
chronic lead poisoning was found to be
one factor in abortion and premature labor. Experimental studies on animals
were carried out to prove that lead poisoning inhibi~ed proper placental development. It 1s also known that turpentine
taken internally injures the kidneys.
These two facts have caused many women
to avoid paint during pregnancy. Howeve:, today's paint contains very little
white lead or turpentine. Absorption of
lead can only occur by direct and constant
contact. The amount of turpentine absorbed
from the skin or air is neglible.
During Pregnancy
The expectant mother will do her devel. Once pregnancy is established, the pa- opin~ embryo no harm by occasionally
tient and her physician are confronted covermg the walls or furniture with new
with a new set of misconceptions.
color and there is no real reason to beThere is a general belief that having a lieve that being in freshly painted surbaby will cure dysmenorrhea, correct roundi~gs has any more than a slightly
uterine malposition, and free one forever ~rnuseat~ng effect on the pregnant patient,
of inhibitions which produce frigidity. JUSt as 1t has on many other people.
[ 23]
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Fetal markings as a result of a frightening prenatal experience are figments of
fertile imagination and the vast laws of
chance association.
Stretching has little if any influence on
the fetus. Certainly hanging curtains,
using rope, or holding onto a subway
strap will not throw loops or tie knots in
the umbilical cord.
Some misinformed men and women
believe that relationship during pregnancy will influence the future social development of the unborn individual. The
baby is above and apart from the vagina.
Only indirect influences on fetal health
can occur as a result of relationship in the
latter weeks of pregnancy. These include: possible initiation of premature
labor; the introduction of infection, and
rarely the partial separation of a poorly
implanted placenta.
An old saying goes "for every baby-a
tooth." Pregnancy does influence metabolism and it will facilitate decay of already
infected teeth, but not for lack of calcium. No fetus ever absorbed calcium
from his mother's teeth. There are many
more available sources of maternal calcium than the fixed mineral substances of
the teeth.
Another prenatal fallacy is the feeling
that the mother must eat enough for two.
There is abundant evidence to support
the benefits to expectant mother and fetus
of balanced protein, mineral, and carbohydrate intake. Muscle and bone building proteins and minerals are needed but
caloric requirements are certainly not doubled by pregnancy.
Age is a source of comment and concern in pregnancy, particularly for the
person past 35 or 40. It is true that the
time of greatest obstetric safety occurs in
women from 20 to 24 years of age. However, the margin of danger in pregnancy
at any age is no longer very great. Expectant mothers past 40 are a bit postmature but in the United States even
these women have a better than 200-1
chance of surviving childbirth. Normal
pregnancy at any age improves rather
than impairs health. Death results from
pathologic conditions or physiologic acci[ 24

dents, circumstances which seldom need
accompany pregnancy.
Many mystic signs and pseudoscientific
methods of determining the sex of the infant before birth have been devised. For
example two statistical relics which failed
to stand the test of time were: the "Law
of Hofacker and Sadler" which proposed
the greater the age of the husband over
that of the wife, the greater the likelihood
of male offspring. The "Law of Starkweather" stated that the "superior" parent (meaning of course intellectual and
physical features) tends to reproduce its
own sex. Scientific studies of prepartum
bone ossification determinations and endocrine differences have failed to provide
accurate predictions. To date there is no
way to tell the sex of an infant until it is
seen at birth.
In the latter weeks of pregnancy patients sometimes speak of taking a ride
down a bumpy road to initiate labor. The
origin of this thumping therapeutic suggestion possibly goes back to primitive
people when minor acts of violence were
directed at the contours of women in the
hope that delivery would occur before the
tribe had to move on rather than while
en route. Somewhat milder forms of
therapeutic induction of labor are still in
vogue.
Speaking of travel suggests the common thought that a trip will result in
abortion or premature labor. With modern means of transportation normal pregnancy will not be interrupted by anything
short of a very traumatizing accident.
Another common belief is that labor
will be initiated by a change in the moon.
When so many features of feminine
physiology and reproduction are measured
by the cycles of the moon it is only logical that lunar changes might be called
upon to terminate pregnancy. There is
no reason to believe that the moon has
any specific effect on the intrinsic factors
of uterine muscle activity.

During Labor and Delivery
There is a general belief among patients and physicians that most babies are
born at night. This is not true. Labor
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f~equently begins or ends during the
mght, b~t actual birth occurs equally if
not a bit more frequently during the
day than at night.
. A~ unvoiced but frequent patient question is how can a baby pass through such
a small opening without traumatic distortion of structures. That such can occur
is one of the truly phenomenal features of
feminine reproductive capacity.
. In a culture where discomfort is recogmzed and where past practice has developed fright provoking terminology such
as dry labor, rupture of the bag of waters
fo~ceps~ tears, floating head, and labo;
pams it is only reasonable that first
babies are frequently born by "sheer
for~e and fear." In reality, modern analgesia. ~n~ anesthesia, proper prepartum
condmomng and careful attention to the
details of parturition can make childbirth
comfortable and safe.

During the Puerperium

~hanged t? permit mothers to enjoy their
mfants, without fatigue.
Few fea~res of obstetric and pediatric
care contam more conflicting theories
tha?- those surrounding breast feeding.
Beliefs that breast feeding causes large
~reasts, a flabby waistline, a large appetite, and many personal inconveniences
are not true. The normal mother while
breast-feeding her infant undergoes involuntary exercise of all autonomically
related smooth muscle structures. These
contractions aid in involution not only of
the breasts, but of the uterus intestines
and bladder muscles as well. ' The bene~
fits of breast milk for the infant are well
known. However, it is true that modern
pasteurization, condensed milk and refrigeration make formula feeding also a
safe ~roce~ure for .the newborn. Nursing
has lmle if any mfluence on ovulation.
Certainly as a preventceptive method
breast feeding frequently fails.
A final fear for the mother returning
home centers. about her ability to go up
an~ ~own stairs. In the past, medical res~nct10ns have led some courageous and
kmd husbands to carry their wives not
only ?ver the threshold but on upstairs.
This 1s hazardous. A fall may bring both
par~nts back to the emergency room. Any
patient who can remove herself from a
modern hospital bed, can navigate a stairway without injury to internal structures.
All she does in mounting a stair is lift her
body weight about ten feet in divided efforts. This requires some energy. If rep:ate~ many times during the day stairclimbmg will become tiring, but hardly
more so than other exercises which are so
frequently prescribed for postpartum
body reconditioning.
O?e of the r_nost fascinating phases of
medical :ducanon ~onsists of examining
the theones and beliefs of the past in the
light of present day knowledge. Although
facts of today may become fallacies of tomorrow, many current obstetric misconceptions can be discarded with safety and
benefit for all concerned.

Many ~isconce~tions about the puerperal penod prevail. Older practices of
enforced postpartial bed rest of two to
three weeks have proved unnecessarily
confining., Patients who are up and about
after delivery have less trouble with
bowel and bladder functioO' uterine involution is more rapid, and the likelihood
of pelvic thrombosis is possibly less. Old
fears. of uterine prolapse are unfounded.
Beanng down before cervical dilatation
a?d trauma at delivery, not early ambulatI?n, contribute to uterine prolapse. Certamly an empty uterus is not as likely to
prolapse as one filled with fetus and fluids.
Postpartum bathing is as safe and comforting in. the puerperium as it is during
menstruat10n. A shower is the cleanest
kind of bath. A day or so after delivery
the normal m?ther may enjoy a shampoo
and shower without fear of complications.
Rest is at all times a relative feature in
life. High, uncomfortable, narrow beds,
u?kno~n roommates, ringing telephones,
disturbmg doctors, nurses and visitors
usually make hospitals unsatisfactory
places for rest. However, hospitals can
Read at .the Annu~l ~foeting of ~he Kentucky
be planned for maternity patients and State Medical Association and printed in the
l'?11rnal of the Kentucky State Medical Associatheir new babies and procedures can be tion,
May 1955.
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IAbout Our Authors • • •
Frances· P. Bolton
It has been said that no member who
has ever sat in Congress has accomplished
more in the way of progressive legislation in both health and nursing than
Frances P. Bolton, Representative from
the 22nd District of Ohio, whose conclusions and recommendations with respect to the Nation's nursing dilemma are
set forth in her article in this issue.
Among many bills which she has
introduced, sponsored and advanced
through the House, have been the Bolton
Act, which resulted in the creation of the
United States Cadet Nurse Corps shortly
after America's efforts in World War II;
bills for the construction of low-rent public housing units; a bill to locate the
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology laboratory at Walter Reed Hospital, Washington, D. C.; and other measures having
to do with social, hygienic, educational
and industrial statutes looking to the
betterment of women and minors in gainful occupations as well as in the home.
In the 84th Congress, Mrs. Bolton introduced, in addition to the bills mentioned in her article, a bill to commission
men nurses in the Armed Services Reserves. This bill has passed the House
and awaits action by the Senate. Up
until now only women could receive commissions as nurses. But, said Mrs. Bolton, "There are some nursing assignments
for which men are better suited than
women. We should not assign a woman
to a front line combat position. But
front line soldiers need trained nurses
and a man nurse can fill that assignment."
Congressman Bolton's concern with
health and education antedates her congressional career. The Western Reserve
School of Nursing in Cleveland, Ohio, is
named for her not simply because she was
able to set up its endowment fund, but
more truly because the students have always felt her to be an actual part of the
school and asked her to agree to its
bearing her name.

Upon learning of the heroic work of
Mlle. Genevieve de Galard-Terraube, the
French airborne nurse in Inda-China, Mrs.
Bolton introduced the Congressional resolution which invited the young woman to
the United States in 1954.
During World War I Mrs. Bolton
helped establish the Army School of
Nursing. In 1944, she spent eight weeks
in Army hospitals in England and
France.

One of seventeen women serving in the
nation's highest elective body, Mrs. Bolton was first elected in 1940 to fill the
unexpired term of her late husband, Chester C. Bolton, who was a Congressman
for a decade before his death. In 1954
she was re-elected for her ninth successive
term.
Mrs. Bolton is a trustee of Lakeside
Hospital, Cleveland; of Lake Erie College
in Painesville, Ohio; also of Tuskegee Institute; and Meharry Medical College,
Nashville, Tennessee. Mrs. Bolton is also
a member of two Advisory Councils in
Cleveland: Western Reserve University
School of Nursing and City Hospital. She
was an honorary member of the National
League for Nursing Education and the
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Association of Collegiate Schools of Nursing, both of which have been absorbed by
the recently organized National League
for Nursing. She is a member of the
Alumni Association of the Army School
of Nursing.
Mrs. Bolton is the mother of three sons,
one of whom, Oliver, is also a Congressman . from Ohio; two granddaughters;
and six grandsons.

ness Administration from Southeastern
University.
Mr. Jenkins was chief accountant at
Columbia Hospital two years before his
Army service. He was in public accounting work in Washington just prior to
becoming internal auditor for the GW
University, and later Comptroller for the
Hospital. He'll be greatly missed by all
his friends here!

William M. Jenkins

Dr. lf/endell M. Willett

Although his tide is Assistant Comptroller for GW University, for the past
six years, William Jenkins' specific assignment has been that of Comptroller for
the GWU Hospital.
.When we caught up with the quiet,
friendly man to interview him, he had
one foot in the moving van, figuratively,
en route to his new position as Assistant
Director of the Wilmington General
Hospital in Wilmington, Del.
Mr. Jenkins is an active member of
the Maryland, Delaware, and D. C. Hospital Association. He was formerly
chairman and is now secretary of that
organization's accounting section.
More of his background and experience has been in the accounting field
except his World War II Army experience, when he trained recruits in California and Texas, then was shipped off
to the Philippines in a combat unit which
reached there too late for action.
He was active in community affairs in
Wheaton, Md., where he lived with his
wife, Marguerite Kathleen Marshall, a
former Navy nurse, and their two daughters, eight and five years old.
He was chairman of the finance committee of the Hughes Methodist Church
and the PTA. For hobbies, he likes to
play golf and to make things in the
carpentry workshop in the basement of
his home.
A native of Tarboro, N. C., Mr. Jenkins
came to Washington in 1937 to attend
Benjamin Franklin University, where he
got a Bachelor's Degree in Commercial
Science. He has an MA degree in Busi-

Dr. Wendell M. Willett, dermatologist
and syphilologist, preaches hobbies as
aids to his patients.
He had to give up his own former
hobby of photography due to lack of dark
room facilities in his apartment at The
Westchester in Washington. But he still
plays the Hammond organ. And his
newer hobbies include gardening and
boating at his summer cottage on West
River near Galesville, Md.
In addition to his work as an associate
in dermatology at GW Medical School,
Dr. Willett, is busy with his private practice at his office at 1726 M St., N.W. He
also does clinical work at George Washington, Childrens', Emergency, and
Episcopal Hospitals.
The doctor is a Fellow of the American
Academy of Dermatology and of the
Society for Investigative Dermatology; is
a member of the AMA and the D. C.
Medical Society; and participates in two
local medical groups: the Osler Society
and the Clinical Pathological Society.
Dr. Willett holds a pilot's license
which dates from the days he flew a
single engine plane in his home town of
Des Moines, Iowa, during his early medical career.
After two years at the University of
Southern California, Dr. Willet.t completed his medical studies at the University of Chicago. He spent the next three
years, from 1934 to 1937, as a Fellow in
the Dept. of Dermatology at the University of Chicago. The following five years
he practiced medicine with his father, a
dermatologist in Des Moines, until the
elder doctor's death in 1941.
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Visitors From Viet Nam at Hospital

During World War II, Dr. Willett
served as an Army doctor at Ft. Bragg,
N. C., and in the European Theater of
Operations.
When he failed to find suitable office
space in Des Moines after the war, Dr.
Willett listened to the entreaties of
friends in Washington to locate hereand here he remained.
He has also managed to remain a
bachelor in spite of the widely publicized odds of eight women per man in
the Capital City.
GRACE KEMPTON.

Miss Lam thi Hai, left, recently appointed by the Vietnamese Ministry of
Health to the post of Nurse Director of
the National School of Nursing, recently
visited The George Washington University Hospital to inspect its modern plant
and equipment. Accompanying her was
Mrs. Dorothy Reese, who ser·ved for three
years as Nurse Consultant at the same
institution in Saigon under the sponsorship of the International CooperationPublic Health Service Program. Both
nurses praised the efficiency and layout
of this institution.
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Residents and interns, cont.

The 1955-56 staff members for OBGyn (Residents) are:
DR. ROBERT JAMES BRENNAN,
Arlington, Virginia. A.B. and M.D. degrees from G.W.U.; U. S. Army captain
in W.W. II; member of Nu Sigma Nu,
Kane-King Obstetrical Society and the
Wm. Beaumont Medical Society.
DR. WILLIAM D. FOSTER, Cronell,
Wisconsin. A.B. degree from University
of Wisconsin and M.D. from G.W.U.;
veteran of both W .W. II and the Korean
Conflict; member of Phi Chi and Beta
Theta Pi.
DR. JOHN W . HARRIS, Madison,
Wisconsin. A.B. degree from University
of Wisconsin and M.D. from G.W.U.;
internship at Latter Day Saints Hospital
in Salt Lake City; veteran of U. S. Army
Occupation in Germany; member of
Sigma Chi and Nu Sigma Nu.
DR. JOHN PAULY, Galena, Missouri.
Attended Washington University in St.
Louis, Missouri, and graduated from
G.W.U. with M.D. degree; served as intern at Jackson Memorial Hospital in
Miami, Florida.
DR. ROGER DONALD WHITEHEAD, former member of G.W.U.H.
staff; D. C. General, 1954-55; intern at
Alamed County Hospital.
The new Surgical interns for the year
1955-1956 are to be:
DR. J. FRED BUSHNELL, Provo,
Utah. A.B. degree from Brigham Young
University and M.D. from Stanford University; member of Alpha Kappa Kappa.
The George Washington University

MEDICAL BOOKSTORE

The Surgical Residents for the year
1955-56 are:
DR. JAMES A. DANFORD; Piqua,
Ohio. B.S. degree from University of
Dayton and M.D. degree from G.W.U.;
member of Phi Chi.
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DR. TEDROE JAY FORD, Port
Arthur, Texas. A.B. degree from Texas
University and M.D. degree from Baylor
University; member of Osler Society,
Baylor Medical Society, Phi Chi, and
Theta Xi.
DR. STEPHEN BARTHOLE HILTABIDLE, Annapolis, Maryland. A.B. from
LaFayette College and M.D. from
G.W.U.; war service with Merchant Marine; member of Phi Chi.
DR. ELIAS MICHAEL KAIMAKLIOTIS, Kato Polemidia, Cyprus. Graduate
of Columbia University with B.S. and
M.D. degrees; holds teaching degree
from Teachers College in Cyprus; member of Physicians and Surgeons Club.
DR. ROBERT CARNEY LUCKEY,
San Francisco, California. A.B. and M.D.
degrees from University of California;
member of Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Eta
Sigma, Sigma Xi and Alpha Kappa
Kappa.
DR. ROBERT J. McIVOR, Piedmont,
California. A.B. degree from William
College and M.D. degree from Stanford
University; member of Delta Kappa
Epislon.
DR. ROBERT RIKER, Leonia, New
Jersey. B.S. degree from Villanova College and M.D. from G.W.U.
DR. BERNIS LEE SARGENT, Beaumont, Texas. Attended Louisiana State
University and received M.D. degree from
Baylor University; naval veteran; member of Phi Chi.
DR. WILLIAM NORTON STERLING, Washington, D. C. B.S. degree
from G.W.U. and M.D. degree from
University of Maryland; member of Phi
Delta Epsilon.

DR. EMMETT RUSSELL HALL, JR.,
Memphis, Tennessee. Attended Texas
University and Southwestern University
at Memphis, M.D. degree from Univer-

X-338

Rear 1324 EYE St. N.W.
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sity of Tennessee; served as a pilot m
the Naval Aviation Service; member of
Sigma Nu, Phi Xi.
DR. JULIAN S. NEISTADT, Baltimore, Maryland. A.B. from Gettsbury
College and M.D. degree from Temple
University; internship at Hahnemann
Hospital and served there also as Surgical Resident; veteran of U. S. Army Medical Corps; member of Phi Beta Kappa,
Beta Beta Beta, and Phi Beta Pi.
Other surgical residents will be:
DR. JAMES R. McCLELLAND, Chief,
from Martinsburg, West Virginia, Hospital; DR. RICHARD K. HUGHES, DR.
H . DOUGLAS MILLER, DR. DA YID L.
SECKINGER, and DR. LAWREN CE R.
SINGER, all of whom are present or
former members of the G.W.U.H. staff
and who need no other introduction.
New 1955-1956 Residents in Anesthesiology are:
DR. HARRISON EVERETT CURTIS,
Corry, Pennsylvania. Dr. Curtis is the
son of a Doctor of Dental Surgery; B.S.
degree from Penn Stace College, M.D. degree from Hahnemann; veteran of W.W.
II; member of Corry, Erie County, and
Pennsylvania State Medical Societies,
American Medical Association and American Society of Anesthesiologists, Inc.
DR. NAZIFE OZANKAN, Istanbul,
Turkey. Graduate of University of Istanbul receiving both undergraduate and
M.D. degrees there.
DR. THINATHIN ALSCHIBAJA,
Munich, West Germany. The son of an

M.D.; both in Berlin and schooled in
Warsaw, M.D. degree from University
of Munich.
DR. ELIA VERNAGLIONE, Taranto,
Italy. M.D. degree from University of
Messina; served as "Lieutenant Doctor at
the Military Hospital of Florence."
DR. YOMOSUKE YAMASAKI,
Toyko, Japan. Graduate of Keio Grijuku
Medical School in Japan; internship with
USAF Hospital in Japan and with St.
John's Hospital in Detroit.
DR. VIOLET McCUNE, Marion, New
York. Wife of Dr. Wallace McCune.
Attended University of Rochester and
G.W.U. with A.B. and M.D. degrees from
G.W.U.; internship and residency at D. C.
Doctors Hospital.
Ocher members of the 1955-1956
Anesthesiology Residents staff will be:
DR. HAZEL PEISLEY, DR. FRANCISCO AGUILAR, DR. JOHNS. BOLING, and DR. CHIRAPAN SUKANNHAKETU, all of whom are already well
known here.
The Oral Surgery Resident will be:
DR. LESTER H. STEINHOLTZ, New
York City. B.S. degree from City College of New York and D.D.S. degree
from New York University Dental
School; graduate work at University of
Pennsylvania, and University of Chicago;
member of American Dental Association
and University of Penn Oral Surgery Society; served as captain in USAF.
The Neurological Surgery Resident will
be DR. HAL CURTIS HOLLAND, who
will be assigned here from the U. S.
Army.
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Women's Board Receives Gift
In Memory of Mr. William Perry
Mrs. W. B. Glover, Chairman of the
Memorial Fund of the Women's Board of
the University Hospital, has announced
a gift to the fund in memory of Mr. William Perry.
The gift was made by Mr. and Mrs.
Frank R. Hann and Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
M. Burgess, II.
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To THE AMERICAN MEDICAL YOUTH:

We feel great pride in being able
to address our friends, the medical
youth of the American nation, to
whom we are bound with feelings of
mutual affection. We feel the pride
of walking in a positive path in the
service of man. Around this high
aim to which we have dedicated our
lives we wish to form a fellowship
by sharing ideas through the exchange of students and professors.
We take this as our ideal and consider ourselves privileged to extend
to the eminent American medical
youth our heartfelt affection and our
hand of friendship.
NATIONAL TURKISH
STUDENT ASSOCIATION

On Tuesday, June 28, a scroll and a
Turkish flag were presented to the American medical students expressing best
wishes and friendship from the medical
students of Turkey. The formal prasentation was made by Professor Kazim Aras,
Head of the Department of Biochemistry
at the School of Medicine in Ankara, and
took place at The George Washington
University School of Medicine. Ronald
Apter, president of the GWU chapter of
the Student American Medical Association, received the flag and scroll on behalf
of the medical students of the United
States.
These tokens of friendship will be sent
to the office of the St11dent American
Medical Association in Chicago.
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